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• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Q4 Market Review highlights the continued

attractiveness of the SITS sector to both financial and strategic acquirors as a

resilient and robust investment during recent geopolitical and macroeconomic

volatility.

• As markets stabilise, acquirors’ focus continues to be on assets with defendable

operating margins, sustainable free cash flow levels and, most importantly,

evidence of withstanding and successfully navigating volatile market conditions.
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• Despite challenging macroeconomic conditions and geopolitical tensions, UK SITS

M&A activity has demonstrated resilience, with volumes increasing by 5% from

Q322 to Q422 and remaining 67% above the pre-pandemic levels of Q419.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s UK SITS EV/EBITDA Valuation Index, multiples have

remained robust, increasing by 2% from Q322 to 16.4x in Q422, driven by returning

investor sentiment.

• Digital transformation, portfolio optimisation and accelerated innovation cycles

remained key drivers underpinning UK SITS M&A activity in Q422. However,

acquirors’ approach to transactions has altered, placing emphasis on prudent

due-diligence exercises due to a decreased risk appetite in light of turbulent

market conditions.

• Despite inflationary pressures, Gartner forecasts corporate budgets to continue to

prioritise IT and digital transformation spending, which is forecast to increase by

2.4% in FY23, with data infrastructure, edge computing, cloud migration, cyber

security and AI/ML remaining key drivers for growth.

• We anticipate SITS valuation multiples to continue to strengthen in 2023 as

geopolitical and macroeconomic uncertainty unwinds and stability returns to the

public market.

• As inflation, base rates and the cost of capital recedes, we forecast UK SITS M&A

activity to steadily increase throughout 2023.

• Continued strength in major global currencies relative to Sterling makes UK SITS

assets an attractive investment proposition for international acquirors as they

perceive UK assets to be priced at a relative discount.

• With anticipation of a General Election and subsequent rise in the UK Capital Gains

Tax rate in 2024, SITS business owners should consider their options whilst the current

tax environment remains favourable and acquiror appetite remains high.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to

evolve, however expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value

realisation through effective negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder

proceeds.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business

or to understand the most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’

needs and ambitions, please contact a member of the team.
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“The SITS sector 

remained 
resilient in Q422
and we expect 
M&A multiples 
and volumes to 
strengthen in 
2023 as 
geopolitical and 
macroeconomic 

uncertainty 
unwinds. ”
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UK SITS Deal Volumes & EV/EBITDA Valuation Index 

Deal Volume EV/EBITDA

UK M&A Activity

• Despite challenging macroeconomic conditions and geopolitical tensions, UK SITS M&A activity has

demonstrated resilience, with volumes increasing by 5% from Q322 to Q422.

• Whilst deal volumes are now lower than the record levels set in Q421 and Q122 as the UK economy rebounded

from the pandemic, deal volumes in Q422 remain 67% above the pre-pandemic levels of Q419.

• Digital transformation, portfolio optimisation and accelerated innovation cycles remained key drivers

underpinning UK SITS M&A activity in Q422. However, acquirors' approach to transactions has altered, placing

emphasis on prudent due-diligence exercises due to a decreased risk appetite in light of turbulent market

conditions. Even so, expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation through effective

negotiation.

• The IoT and cloud migration is highlighting the evolving complexity of cyber threats, resulting in cyber security

rapidly climbing the corporate agenda. Subsequently, we have witnessed intensified demand for cyber security

assets and elevated cyber security spending.

• As inflation, base rates and the cost of capital recedes, quality SITS assets will face heightened demand as we

forecast UK M&A activity to steadily increase throughout 2023.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s UK SITS EV/EBITDA Valuation Index, multiples have remained robust, increasing by 2%

from Q322 to 16.4x in Q422, driven by returning investor sentiment.

• Competition for SITS assets demonstrating high-quality fundamentals such as defendable operating margins,

sustainable free cash flow and scalable business models remains high and continues to attract elevated

valuations despite the volatile market.

• Financial investors continue to deploy significant levels of capital into the sector, seeking SITS assets with

fundamentals and sales growth pipelines which have previously navigated volatile market conditions. This

resilient demand has resulted in deferred considerations becoming increasingly utilised to bridge valuation gaps.

• SITS business owners should consider their options as we forecast that SITS valuation multiples will continue to

strengthen in 2023 as geopolitical and macroeconomic uncertainty unwinds and stability returns to the public

market.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus
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Selected Transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Oct-22 Bud Systems Maven Capital 

Oct-22 Immersive Labs Investor Group 

Oct-22 BTCSoftware Bright Software 

Dec-22 Moneyhub Investor Group 

Dec-22 ZappiStore Sumeru Equity 

Dec-22 Clockwork IT Banyan Software 

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Application Software – Valuation Index
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• In an increasingly digitised world, Application Software

has become prevalent in business processes due to its

ability to drive innovation cycles, automation and

operational efficiencies.

• The attractiveness of Application Software assets is

further buoyed by the increasing demand for

interoperability, cyber protection, data analytics and

Cloud 2.0.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s Application Software

EV/EBITDA Valuation Index, Application Software assets

have demonstrated resilience and continue to garner

attractive valuation multiples.

• Despite macroeconomic conditions, geopolitical

tensions and supply chain constraints, EV/EBITDA

multiples decreased only 2% from Q322 to Q422, still

trading at 21.2x.

• We continue to witness a divergence in valuation

multiples as investors have pivoted their focus away

from assets with high cash-burn and growth rates to

more cash-generative and profitable businesses.

• Consolidation is becoming increasingly relevant in the

Accounting Software vertical as well-capitalised

strategic acquirers aim to supplement existing software

portfolios. Bright Software Group’s (backed by Hg)

acquisition of BTC Software, a tax and compliance

software provider, to enhance existing accounting

software solutions and cement market share, is an

example of this.

• Quality Application Software assets with resilient

business models and a ‘sticky’, recurring revenue base

continue to attract intensified demand from private

equity participants.

• This trend has been highlighted by cyber security

solutions firm, Immersive Labs’ £60m funding round

led by Ten Eleven Ventures and existing investors

Goldman Sachs, Summit Partners, Insight Partners,

Menlo Ventures and Citi Ventures. This investment

will provide development capital to facilitate

continued growth and increase market share.

• Immersive Labs’ fundraise highlights the evolution

of private equity and venture capital models

which are now centered around sophisticated

value creation strategies; increasing exposure to

high-growth, resilient and scalable assets with

evolving use-cases and low capex requirements.
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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System Software – Valuation Index

• System Software assets that exhibit enhanced

interoperability, automation and efficiency continue

to attract elevated attention from the market. This

resulted in EV/EBITDA multiples increasing by 5.6%

from 19.7x in Q322 to 20.8x in Q422.

• Amidst an uncertain economic backdrop facilitated

by rising interest rates, recessionary signals and

geopolitical tensions, System Software assets

exhibiting strong fundamentals, underpinned by

long-term structural growth drivers such as data

utilisation and AI, remain attractive targets.

• This trend has been evidenced by Databricks’

investment in Matillion, a market leader in data

productivity solutions. The integration of Matillion’s

software portfolio is set to enhance Databricks’

existing software suite and provide a seamless

platform for customers to drive process automation,

agility and cost optimisation. This strategic investment

underpins Databricks’ pursuit of portfolio optimisation

by supplementing its existing software stack with

accretive capabilities to drive future growth.

• Disruptive System Software assets, buoyed by high-

levels of industry growth, recurring revenue bases

and strong customer retention, continue to attract

elevated levels of attention from private equity and

venture capital participants in pursuit of platform

investments that diversify existing portfolios.
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transaction 

volumes Q422

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected Transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Oct-22 BMLL 
Technologies

Nasdaq Ventures 
IQ Capital 

Oct-22 Kantox BNP Paribas  

Oct-22 SIXworks Chiltern Capital 

Nov-22 Matillion Databricks 
Ventures 

Nov-22 Diffblue Albion VC 

Dec-22 15Gifts FPE Capital 
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• LDC’s investment in capital markets technology,

Etrading Software will support its growth

trajectory by enhancing its range of technology-

enabled services and expand its offering of data

services internationally.
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud
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Percentage of 
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volumes Q422

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected Transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Oct-22 F&W Networks Foresight Group 

Oct-22 Acora LDC

Oct-22 Digital Space 
Group Graphite Capital 

Nov-22 Xperience Bowmark Capital 

Nov-22 Scoria AirIT

Dec-22 Silverbug AirIT

• Demand for effective Managed IT & Cloud assets

remains resilient as IT infrastructure requirements

become increasingly complex in the face of the

digital transformation, dig data, cloud migration, IoT

and edge computing.

• Despite geopolitical tensions and macroeconomic

uncertainty, Gambit’s Managed IT & Cloud

Valuation Index exhibited an 8% increase in

EV/EBITDA multiples from 8.9x in Q322 to 9.6x in

Q422.

• Demand for effective Managed IT & Cloud solutions

is particularly attributable to evolving cyber security

threats and persistent emphasis on facilitating digital

transformation.

• Moreover, the benefits of outsourced IT solutions are

proving to be a valuable solution to improve

operational efficiencies and operating high-quality

business functions whilst maintaining a stable cost

base.

• The Managed IT & Cloud vertical has been

consolidating rapidly in recent years, heavily

influenced by private equity investments and the

implementation of buy-and-build strategies;

acquiring smaller companies with differentiated

regional exposure and market share.

• Consolidators are active in the vertical, with August

Equity-backed AirIT completing two acquisitions in

Q422. AirIT has sought to supplement existing service

capabilities, enhance cyber security provisions,

expand geographical coverage and augment

market share whilst capitalising on the short-term

softening in valuation multiples.
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Managed IT & Cloud – Valuation Index

• Underpinned by high-levels of recurring revenues,

visibility of earnings, customer retention and

scalability, quality Managed IT & Cloud assets are

presenting an attractive investment platform for

private equity participants.

• Palatine Private Equity exited its investment in

managed service provider Acora to LDC following a

3-year relationship in which Acora facilitated the

doubling of EBITDA to £3.5m. LDC’s investment

enabled Acora to execute its in-organic growth

plans whilst continuing to drive further innovation

and organic growth.
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy

• Digital transformation, disruptive technologies and

evolving cyber security threats are proving to be

significant growth catalysts for the VAR &

Consultancy sector.

• Despite inflationary pressures, organisations are

increasingly seeking specialist advice and support

on how to evolve legacy infrastructure models and

accelerate digital transformation.

• Gambit’s VAR & Consultancy Valuation Index

suggests that valuation multiples have declined only

3% from Q322 to Q422, and are still trading at 12.7x.

• The increasing prevalence and complexity of cyber

security threats has resulted in heightened demand

for effective and resilient cyber consultancy assets,

as illustrated by Shearwater Group Plc’s share price

increasing by 14% from Q322 to Q422, trading at 7.2x

EBITDA in Q422.

• Strategic M&A is being undertaken to bolster

technological capabilities, service delivery and to

enhance channel partnerships by entering into

adjacent verticals whilst assets can be acquired at

attractive valuations.

• In December 2022, Siemens announced its

acquisition of Vendigital, a UK-based data-led

operations consulting company. The acquisition will

enhance Siemens’ digital and strategic consulting

footprint in the UK whilst providing complimentary

capabilities to add-value to Siemens’ Advanta

clients. The transaction illustrates Siemens’ pursuit

and augmentation of digital transformation services

in the UK.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected Transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Oct-22 New Nerve 
Consulting atSistemas 

Oct-22 Activereach Babble

Nov-22 Tisski Node4

Dec-22 Acrotrend NowVertical 

Dec-22 Smartlytics NowVertical 

Dec-22 Vendigital Siemens 
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VAR & Consultancy – Valuation Index

• Private equity-backed consolidators remain

active within the VAR & Consultancy vertical as

they seek to supplement existing services and

channel partnerships with bolt-on acquisitions to

fuel growth.

• Node4, a digital transformation specialist backed

by Providence Equity Partners, acquired Tisski. This

was Node4’s third acquisition under the principal

investor and enabled Node4 to enhance its

Microsoft solutions capabilities.
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• Gambit’s SITS expertise and dedicated research function enables us to identify off-market acquisition

targets and assess acquiror appetite, whilst our close-knit relationships with the private equity market affords

our client base targeted exposure to financial investors.

• Gambit’s detailed knowledge and insight into the SITS market enables us to advise on appropriate

valuation metrics and present opportunities to appropriate acquirors, targets and/or funders.

• We work seamlessly with our dedicated international SITS sector team within Corporate Finance

International (CFI), sharing cross-border opportunities, sector trends and transaction insights, underpinning

constructive negotiation of transactions resulting in a commercial and optimal outcome.

• Gambit acts as an extension to senior management teams, with a service that is genuinely partner-led by

like-minded business owners, available 24/7 to discuss commercial issues or provide a sounding board,

priding ourselves on the strong, long-lasting and collaborative relationships we build with our clients.

• In this dynamic M&A market, SITS business owners should seek experienced corporate finance advisors to

support strategic decision-making and maximise value realisation, leveraging the availability of robust SITS

assets at attractive valuations.

Benefits 

of 

Gambit

• A team of highly experienced 

specialists

• Focussed on value creation and 

maximisation

• Commercial focus and 

attainment of shareholder 

objectives

• Significant cross-border 

capability as exclusive UK 

shareholder of CFI 

• Deal risk minimisation

• 24/7 availability

• Mergers & acquisitions

• Disposals 

• Management buy-outs

• Fundraising

• Development capital

• Debt advisory

• Private Equity advisory

• Refinancing 

• Value Maximisation Reviews

• Succession planning

• Strategic advice

Key 

Services

Gambit’s Value Added Approach
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Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 250 professionals located in 30 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI is ranked number 24 in

Europe and 32 globally by Thomson Reuters for

transactions valued up to €200 million.

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent 

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in 

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With 

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely 

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in 

the SITS sector having built up detailed industry 

knowledge and an enviable track record in deal 

origination and execution.

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the shareholders of

on its sale to

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the shareholders of

on its sale to

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

on its refinancing from

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the shareholders of

on its sale to

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the shareholders of

on its sale to

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the management of

on its management 
buy-out

Gambit Corporate Finance 
provided strategic advice 

to the shareholders of 

Corporate Finance 
International acted as 

lead advisor to

on its sale to 

Corporate Finance 
International acted as 

lead advisor to

on its sale to

Corporate Finance 
International acted as 

lead advisor to

on its €120 debt 
financing from

Corporate Finance 
International acted as 

lead advisor to
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Gambit Corporate Finance 
acted as lead advisor to 

the shareholders of

on the sale of its voice 
compliance practice to

on its sale to 
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